APPLICATIONS FILE Application BRS Form No. 2
WITH SUPPORTING DOCUMENTS
(Quality Manual, Mayor’s Permit, DENR Permit to Operate, Articles of Incorporation, Accreditation Fee)
(See Engr. Nestor B. Caoile)

TSED Evaluates Documents

Applicant Submits Corrected Documents

COMPLETE AND IN ORDER

INFORMS APPLICANT

Arrange Schedule of Assessment
(See Engr. Nestor B. Caoile or Contact at tel. no. 481093)

TSED Conducts Assessment

Applicant Complies with Requirements

YES

TSED Conducts Final Evaluation

ISSUES CERTIFICATE OF ACCREDITATION
(Contact Engr. Liwayway de Jesus or Mrs. Luz Roque at tel. no. 481092)

BRS Monitors Compliance with Rules and Regulations

NO

Compliance to Memorandum Circular No. 35, Series of 2003, Office of the President, Malacañang, Manila